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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we consider uniqueness and non-uniqueness of solutions of 
the non-characteristic Cauchy problem for a class of partial differential 
operators with P-coefficients whose characteristic roots degenerate on the 
initial surfaces. 
Uryu [ 121 treated a class of operators P in iR, X F?: with real principal 
symbols and with characteristic roots T = tfqt, x; l) (1 Qj < m), 
degenerating on the initial surface t = 0. He proved that uniqueness holds for 
P if there exists an operator p with distinct characteristic roots satisfying 
t”‘P(t, x; D,, 0,) = P(t, x; tD,, t’+ ID,). P-1) 
Note that this condition is the so-called Levi condition (see Tahara [ 111). 
Considering Calderon’s conditions (see (21 or [7]), we extend his result to 
the case p has non-real double characteristics of constant multiplicity. 
Roberts [9] also dealt with related topics. 
We also consider the necessity of condition (0.1). Zeman [ 14, 151 showed 
that Levi type condition implies uniqueness when the characteristics are of 
constant multiplicity ([ 14]), or of variable multiplicity and involutive ([ 15 I). 
On the other hand, Matsumoto [6] and, recently, other mathematicians 
showed uniqueness for some classes of operators with characteristics of 
constant multiplicity not satisfying Levi-type conditions. Then the following 
question arises: Is condition (0.1) necessary for uniqueness? 
We answer this question by the following operator in IR *: 
L = (a, - it’a,)p + tk(ia,)o - tm(iax)g-r. 
We show that under some conditions on p, q, r, 1, k and m there exist C”- 
functions u and f such that 
Lu - fu = 0, 
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0 E supp u c {t > 0). 
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Then we get an observation that condition (0.1) is good in a sense (see 
Remark 3 of Theorem 2). 
Furthermore we consider the Gevrey classes to which the null solution u 
constructed above belongs. Then we obtain a necessary condition for 
uniqueness in Gevrey classes, which corresponds to the results of Igari [3] 
and Ivrii [4] on the well-posedness of the Cauchy problem. 
In Section 1, we state the main results. In Section 2, we prove the 
uniqueness result by Carleman-type estimates, which are refinements of those 
of [ 121. Sections 3 and 4 are devoted to the proofs of non-uniqueness results. 
1. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
Let U be an open neighborhood of 0 in iR” + ’ = I?, x IR: and let P = 
P(t, x; D,, D,) be a partial differential operator of order m with C”- 
coefftcients in U. Here D, = a/i at, D, = a/i ax. 
We assume that the principal symbol P,(t, x; t, 0 of P is factorized as 
P, = fj (T - t’Aj(t, x; 0)’ ‘irs (7 - t’ik(t, x; {)), 
j=l k=s+l 
(1.1) 
where 1 and s are positive integers, 2s & m, and S(t, x; <) (1 Q j < m - s) are 
P-functions in U x (IR”\O), homogeneous of degree 1 in r. We require that 
~j satisfy Calderon’s conditions there: 
Ai#Aj (i Z.i>, (1.2) 
ImA,+ (1 <.i<s), (1.3) 
Im~,#Oor~O (s + 1 < k < m - s). (1.4) 
All the conditions above are imposed on the principal part of P. Next, we 
consider the lower order terms of P. From (1. l), we can easily see that there 
exist differential polynomials R, and R,-zs, homogeneous of degree s and 
m - 2s respectively, having distinct characteristic roots such that 
P,(t, x; 7, 0 = Rm-&, x; 7, t'W,(w; 7, t't)', 
(see [lo]). Then we can express P as 
f’(t, x; D,, D,) = R,-&, x; D,, t’D,) R&t, x; D,, t’D,)’ 
+ 2 Pk-j(t, X; D,, D,), 
.!=I 
where P:, _ j = Cc!I Clal-; aij,(t, X) D,“D;“-‘-‘3 aijrr E Cm(U). 
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We assume that there exist b,], E Cm(U) such that 
aij,(t, x) = p-j] 
tbij,(t, X>, [k] + = max(k O>, (1.5) 
and that for 1 (j < s 
m-l 
C C bil,(t9 X) talj(t, Xv <)m-‘-i = 0. 
i=l Ial=i t=o 1 
(1.6) 
Note that, from the assumptions above, there exists a differential 
polynomial F of degree m with characteristic roots ,I, satisfying 
t”P(t, x; D,, 0,) = p(t, x; tD,, t’+ ‘0,). (1.7) 
Furthermore, if pm-r denotes the subprincipal symbol of F, (1.6) implies 
~~-l(t,~;~,(t,~;r),r)lt=o=O for double roots 2, (1 <j,<s) of P. 
THEOREM 1. Under assumptions (1. l)-( 1.6), there exists an open 
neighborhood U’ of 0 in I?“+’ such that, if u E C”O (U) satisfies Pu = 0 in U, 
(qu)(O, x) = 0 (0 <j < m - l), then u = 0 in U’. 
Remark 1. Theorem 1 is an extension of the results of Roberts [9] and 
Uryu [ 121. Roberts treated the case I < 0 (i.e., Fuchsian-type quations), and 
Uryu treated the case s = 0. Note that, when s = 0, assumptions (1. l)-( 1.5) 
implies uniqueness. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let P be the operator in IR *: 
P = (D, - itiD,)’ + a(t, x) D, + t”b(t, x) D, + c(t, x), 
where a, b, c E P(U) and m > 0. Then P satisfies our conditions if 
m>l--I. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let P be the operator in iR*: 
P = (D, - itID,)* - t2kD: + a(t, x) D, + t”b(t, x) D, f c(t, x), 
where a, b, c E C“‘(U) and k > 1, m > 0. Though this operator does not 
satisfy (1.2), we can show that uniqueness holds if m > I- 1 by the same 
method. 
As for the necessary condition for uniqueness, we consider the following 
example of a degenerate lliptic operator in [R2 with non-real principal 
symbol: 
L = (~3, - it’BJ + tk(i3,)4 - t”(i3,)q-‘, V.8) 
wherea,=a~at,a,=alax,p,q,r,k,IEN,r~qqp,mEZ,O~m(k. 
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THEOREM 2. Suppose one of the following conditions (1.9)-( 1.14) is 
satisjied. Then there exist Cm-functions u and f in lR2 such that 
Lu - fu = 0, {t=O}csuppuc{t>o}. 
When p > q, 
k - r(pl- k)l(p - q) < m < k - r(k + p)/q, (1.9) 
q>/(p+ 1)/2,k<q(l+ 1)-p,m<k-r(pl-k)/(p-q), (1.10) 
i 
q > (P + 1)/2, k > q0 + 1) -P, 
m<k+r(pl+l+l-p-2k)/(2q-p-l), 
(1.11) 
I 
4 < (P + 1)/2, 
k+r(pl+Z+l-p-2k)/(2q-p-l)<m<k-r(p/-k)/(p-q). 
(1.12) 
When p = q, 
k Ql, m < k - r(k + p)/p, (1.13) 
k>pl,m < k+r(pl+l+ 1 -p-2k)/(p- 1). (1.14) 
Remark 2. Theorem 2 is a slight modification of Plis [8, Theorem 41. 
He treated the case I = m = 0, r = 1. 
Remark 3. Condition (1.13) with k = pf implies m < l(p - r) - r. On 
the other hand, Theorem 1 with s = 0 shows that uniqueness holds in this 
case if m > I(p - r) - r. Hence this necessary condition seems to be the best 
one and assumption (1.5) in Theorem 1 is indispensable. 
Remark 4. Watanabe [ 131 proved that uniqueness holds for the 
following degenerate lliptic operator in lR2: 
P = 0: $ t”D: + (any lower order terms). 
Note that this operator has real principal part. Theorem 2 shows that his 
result cannot be extended to operators with non real principal parts. This 
remark is due to Prof. K. Watanabe. 
Now we consider the Gevrey classes to which the functions u and f 
constructed above belong. We denote function spaces C”“(iR,; ?@‘(lR,)) by 
y<(l) for (r > 1. Here &Yra’(lRX) is as follows: 
Eec”r(R,) = {u(x) E Coo(lR,); For any compact set K in R, 
there exist C and p > 0 such that for any s 
T>; ID;u(x)( < C~$S!~}. 
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We define a,, by 
(k- m)~ 
a’ = k(q - r) - mq -pr ’ 
if (1.9) or (1.13) is satisfied, 
(k - m)(p - 1) 
(1.15) 
= (2q -p - l)(k - m) + r(pl+ I + 1 -p - 2k) ’ 
otherwise. (1.16) 
THEOREM 3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2, we can conslrucl u 
and f in Theorem 2 belonging to yCa) and y’“+ ‘) respectively for any a > a0 . 
Remark 5. Leray [5] gave a necessary condition for uniqueness in 
Gevrey classes for a hyperbolic operator with characteristics of constant 
multiplicity. 
Remark 6. When p = q = 2, r = 1, k = 21, condition (1.13) implies 
m < I- 1 and condition (1.15) means a0 = (21- m)/(f - 1 - m). Theorem 3 
shows, in this case, uniqueness does not hold in ytu) for any a > a,. This 
fact corresponds to the results of Igari [3] and Ivrii [4] on the well- 
posedness of the Cauchy problem in Gevrey classes for degenerate hyper- 
bolic equations. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
In this section, we prove Theorem 1 by a Carleman type estimate for 
P= tmP (see [9] or [12]). 
It is easy to see that, if u E P’(U) satisfies Pu = 0 and (#u)(O, x) = 0 
(O&j,<m-l),uisflatont=O.HencewemayassumeurOfort~O.We 
make the singular change of variables (see Alinhac and Baouendi [ 11): 
I 
x =y, 
I= (r-lyl*)s, (r is sufficiently small). 
Then u is transformed into 
and p((t, x; tD,, f’+‘D,) is transformed into 
&, Y; sD,,f(y) s’+ ‘D,) 
= &(r - 1 yl’)s, y; sD,,f(y) s’+‘D, + 2y(r - I ~1’)’ s’+‘DS), 
wheref(y) = (r - I y(*)‘+‘. 
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We can easily see that 0 satisfies the same properties as p stated in 
Section 1. Note that u E 0 near 0 if v E 0 for s < s,, for some s0 > 0. We 
rewrite (s, y) by (t, x) and V, Q by U, p, respectively. Then we may assume 
from the beginning supp u c {f > 0, (x] < fi} for sufficiently small r and 
tmP = &, x; tD,,f(x) tt+‘DJ, 
where p has the properties tated before. 
LEMMA 1. For the above E’, there exist T,, N,, , C > 0 and a 
neighborhood 0 of 0 in RI: such that, tf 0 < T < T,, N > N0 and 
u E CF([O, T] x Q), then 
i 
T 
jp-1 t-2N](u]]Zdt<C Tt-2N]]pu]]2dt 
I (II ull = II et, ~IIL~~IR~J 0 0 
Theorem 1 follows from Lemma 1 by a standard argument. In order to 
prove Lemma 1, we need some lemmas. First we show Carleman type 
estimates for first order pseudo-differential operators of Fuchsian type. Let 
S” be the set of symbols of classical pseudo-differential operators of order m 
with respect o x. And we set 9([0, T], Sm) = P([O, T], Sm). Let 8 be the 
operator 
a = tD, - tk(A(t, x; D,) + i&t, x; D,)), k > 0, 
where A(4 x; t) =f(x> J(t, x; 0, w, x; 0 =f(x) &t, x; 0, 
9([0, T], S’),fE C”O(IR”) andf, A”, 8 are real valued. 
A, I7 E 
LEMMA 2. Suppose B = 0 or # 0 for any (t, x, r). Then, for suflciently 
small T and N-‘, there exists a constant C > 0 such that 
NloT t-2N Ilull dt Q Clr t-2N ]]au]]’ dt, 
0 
(2.1) 
for any u E Cr([O, T] X Q). Furthermore, tf B” # 0, then we have 
j-’ t-2N(IlfDtu112 + i: IItkf(x) D,u]12) dt < CN(r t-2N ]]au]]’ dt. (2.2) 
0 j=l 0 
Proof: We prove only (2.2). The proof of (2.1) is similar and easy, We 
assume B z 0, If we set v = teNu, then teN au = (a - iN) v. We estimate I = 
5,’ twZN 1) au]]’ dt from below. 
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I=jTIJ(tD,-tkA)*l12dt+ jTll(tkB+N)v1[2dt 
0 0 
+2 Re i ‘(tD L v, -iNv) dt + 2 Re I^ 
T (-tkAv, -NV) dt 
0 0 
+ 2 Re joT (-tkAv, -itkBv) dt + 2 Re JOT (tD,v, -itkBv) dt 
=I, +I, + *a’ +I,. 
We estimate ach Ij (j > 3). 
1,=-N ‘lJv(12dt. I 0 (2.3) 
Since A and B are real, it follows from the product and adjoint formulas of 
pseudo-differential operators: 
I,=NjT(itk[A*-A]v,v)dt 
0 
(2.4) 
>-C,TkN =[/vl(‘dt, I 0 
I,= ‘t”(i[A*B-B*A]v,v)dt 
I 0 
(2.5) 
> -C, Tk jO~l/~~~x)n~/)lI~/l~~-~,~” joTl/412dt~ 
where A* and B* are the formal adjoints of A and B, .A is a pseudo- 
differential operator with symbol (1 + ~~~2)1’2. 
I,= ‘(i[B*tk+‘D1-DltktlB]v,v)dt I 0 
= T(itk+l[B*-B]D 
I ,v, 0 
v) dt - (k + 1) joT (tkBv, v) dt 
- 1 ’ (tk+ ‘Btv, v) dt, 0 
where B, belongs to 9( [0, T], S’) with symbol aBlat. Then, 
I, > -C, Tk j’lJID,vlI/Iv/(dt-(k+l)joT((tkB+N]v,v)dt 
0 
+(k+ l)NjTIIvJI’dt-C,TjTI)tk~(x)Avllllvlldt 
0 0 
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~-c,rXjrl((to,-IXA)U////“i/dt-(k+ l)jrll(Ik~+~)~ll/jail~~ 
0 0 
+(k+ 1~Nj=llvll’df-fc~~+C,~j~llf~~~x~~vll/~//~~. (2.6) 
0 
These inequalities imply 
I>I, +I*+ {(k-C,Tk)N-cC,T2k] jorllul12dt 
-(C,~~+C,TX+C,T)jrllt*f(x)nvllIIuII~~ 0 
-C,TkjrlI(tD,-tk~)ullllu~idf-(k+ l)j~II(IXB+NfL.lII/VIIdt. (2.7) 
0 0 
Since $ is elliptic, there exist E, R E 9’([0, T], S-‘) such that 
Eii=Id+R. 
Then, we have 
f(x),4 =f(x) AEi? --f(x) AR 
= AEB + (zeroth order operator), 
where AE is of zeroth order. Hence we have 
Ilmw4l~ C6 IltkWl “I- c, lltk41 
<c, Il(tkB +Wull + G~ll~ll + G IV4l* 
This implies for sufficiently small T 
This means 
-c,P j~~~(~~,-~~~)uj~~/u//d~-(~+ 1+C~~jPll(~k~+~~U/lll~l/~~ 
0 0 
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We can easily see that 
1,/2-C,TXjTIl(tD,-IkA)oll/~~(ldt~-fC:T~~jrl[t.j(2dt, 
0 0 
1,/2-(k+1+C,~j~II(t~B+N)vJIllvJ~dt~-f(k+1+CsT)2jTJ~~)/2dt. 
0 0 
Hence, if we choose T and N-’ sufficiently small, we have 
I > 1,/2 i- I,/2 + $ N joT (I u (I2 dt 
Especially we get (2.1). 
Next, we have 
(2.9) 
s 
T 
0 
t-2”llt~(x)D,,U(i’dt~jTlltr/(X)Dq~~~2dt 
G Cl0 j0=jJ(tXB+N)u/12dt+C,,N’ joT/lu~J2dt 
-t C,, T2k j oT /1412 dt 
f CNI. (2.10) 
In the same way, we have 
s T t-2N ))tD,uJJ2 dt < 2 0 joT t-2N Il(tDt - tkA)u(12 dt + 2 jr t-2N ))tkAuJJ2 dt 0 
( CNI. (2.11) 
Inequalities (2.10) and (2.11) imply (2.2). This completes the proof of 
Lemma 2. 
We may modify the characteristic roots A,(t, X; r) of p((t, x; D,, II,) so that 
lj E 9([o, T], s’) and Aj satisfy assumptions (1.2)-(1.4) in [O, T] x 
IR” x F?“. Then we can apply Lemma 2 with k = I+ 1 to a=aj= tD,- 
t’+ *f(x) IZ,(t, x; D,). 
The following lemma is easy (see [ 121). 
LEMMA 3. Suppose ki # kj. Then, for any first order operator of the 
form: 
R = a(t, x) tD, + t’+ ‘f(x) B(t, x; D,), a ‘5 C”O([O, T] X a), B E 9([0, T), S’), 
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there exist Qi, Qj, Q, E 9([0, T], So) SUCK that 
R = Qiai t Qjaj t Qij. 
By virtue of Lemmas 2 and 3, we have, by the same argument as in [9], 
LEMMA 4. There exist C, To, No > 0 such that, if 0 < T < To, N > No 
and u E CF([O, T] x a), then 
c Nm-[+I-lal-i ’ I t-2N Il(tt1f(x)D,)“(tD,Y’ul12 dt lal tj<m-1 0 
< C T t-2N IlZIm-2s17:ul12 dt,I 0 
(2.12) 
where 
m-s 
l7,-2, = n (to, - t’+ tf(x) Aj,<t9 xi Dx))3 
j=s+l 
17, = ~ (tD, - t’+ tf(X) 13j(t, X; D,)), q= 1 (s=O), =2 (s> l), 
j=l 
and [A] is the integral part of A. 
Proof of Lemma 1. (See proof of Lemma 2 of [9].) 
Assumptions (1.5) and (1.6) imply that p is factorized as 
P”(t, x; tD,, t’+ y(x) 0,) 
=17m-2s17: tF,+-J&x; tD,, t’+‘f(x>D,)n, 
t &Jt, x; tD,, t’+ ‘f(x) D,) + &-,(t, x; tD,, t”‘f(x) D,), 
where I’/ are partial differential operators of order j. 
Then, it follows from (2.12) that there exists a constant C > 0 such that 
I 
T 
t-2N (J17m-2sIZ~~~~2 dt 
0 
< 4j; t-2N Ilh(l’dt + 4jT t-2N #,,-,-SIZSu~~2 dt 
0 
I 
T 
+4T2 t-2N )I&-IuI12 dt t 4 T t-2N II&-,ul12 dt 
0 s 0 
<4 Tt-2Nlll%l12dt I 0 
+ C(N-’ + T2) jT t-2N (llZ,-2S17~u~~2 dt. 
0 
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This implies, for small N- ’ and T, there exists a C > 0 such that 
I 
T 
trZN pz m-2s17~~l)2 dt ( CJT t-2N I/l%ll’ dt (2.13) 
0 0 
Hence we have from (2.12) and (2.13), 
Nrn-1 T 
1 
t-2N)Iu()2dt<C Tt-2N/1&1(2dt. 
0 I 0 
This completes the proof of Lemma 1. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Our method of proof of Theorem 2 is essentially due to Plis [S]. First we 
show a modification of Lemma 3 of [S] for A(t) = tmz9-’ - tk.z9. 
LEMMA 5. We set A(t) = tmzqmr - tkz9. Then there exist C, A4 > 0 such 
that for any z, c, s satisfying 
z > 2, c > 0, 0 < s < a = z-"(~-~), 
there exists a P-solution w(t) of the equation 
(3.1) 
satisfying the conditions 
w(s) = c, 
w(t) > 0 (0 S t S a), 
w(t) is non-decreasing for 0 S t < a, 
1 w(j)(t)1 GJ! M’zjw(t) (j > 0,O < t < a), 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
w(r) -<zCexp 
z(rl+’ - Tl+‘) 
W(T) I+1 
+ G’+ - T) ; 
I 
(3.6) 
w(r) ->z-‘exp 
z(r’+’ - T’+‘) 
W(T) Z+l 
+&?qt- q , 
I 
(3.7) 
whereO<T<z<aandO<g<A(t)<Gfor T<tgz. 
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Proofi We set w(t) = exp(z(t’+’ - s’+ ‘)/(I t l))(y(t)/y(s))c, where y(t) 
is the solution of the Cauchy problem 
I 
y(p)(t) = w)Y(t), 
y(j)(O) = 1 PGGP- 1). 
Since A(t) > 0 for 0 < t < a and (,l(j)(t)( Q Cz*, j > 0, 0 < t < a, for some C, 
the proof of Lemma 3 of [8] works for this case. 
We introduce the following sequences for h > 0, 
r,=7-‘(a,-a,+,)=7-‘in -rhl(k-m)-1 (1 + 0 (+)), 
b,=a,-4r,,s,=a,-2r,, 
y, = 7-‘(rh) ’ 1 P nlh(qk-qm--rk)-k+mllp(k--m) (n > 1). 
Let w,(t) be the solution from Lemma 5 for z = z,, a = a,,, s = s,, A(t) = 
A,(t) = t*z;-* - tkzg,, c= 1 (n= l), c=w,-,(s,) (n > l), i.e., 
w,(s,) = 1, n=l 
=w n- ,W~ n> 1. 
(3.8) 
LEMMA 6. Suppose we set 
G, = max{A,(t); 6, < t Q a,}, g, = min(A,-r(t); b, < t < a,}. 
Then we have for suJj?ciently large n 
G!,” Q 5~,,  (3.9) 
si,‘” > 6~,, . (3.10) 
Proof. Since k,(a,) = 0, we have for some 8, 0 < 9 ( 1, 
Ut) = (t - a,) cq(a, + qt - a,)) 
= (t - a,){a, •t qt - a,)}m- ’ z;-‘[m - kz’,{a, t e(t - a,)}k-m]. 
We can easily see that for b, < t Q a,, 
m-kz’,{a,+e(t-a,)}k-m=m-k i +e -L 1 
I (a. )lk-m 
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Then we have for b, < t < a,, 
l,(t) = (k - m)(a, - t) af-‘z~-’ 
(1+0(f)) 
= 4(k - m) r,ac-‘zz-’ 
(1 +0(i)) 
= 4 - 7-Prhn- l+h(qk-v-rk)l(k-m) (1 + 0 (+)), 
This implies for sufficiently large n, 
n,(t)“p < 5Y,, b,(t<a,. 
Next, it is easy to see that, for large n, I,,- l(t) is monotone decreasing on 
b,<t<a,,. Hence we have for some 0, 0 < 19 < 1, the following on 
b,<t<a,,, 
L&>~L,(a,) 
= (a, - a,-,){a,-, + B(a, - a,-,>lm- l z;-‘(m - k) ( 1 + 0 (i)) 
= ,hn-‘+h’qk-qm-rk)l(k-m) (1 + 0 ($)). 
Then we have for sufficiently large n, 
n,-,(typ > 6Y,. 
This completes the proof. 
From (3.6) and (3.9), we get (7’= s,, r = t), 
w,(t) -<nCexp 
w*w 1 
Z,(t+l -SF]) 
E+l + 5v,(t - 5) 3 I 
s,<tCa,, 
(3.11) 
and, from (3.7) and (3.10), we get 
w,-,(t) 
wn-IhI) 
> n+ exp 
1 
zn-l(t~+l -Sk+‘) + @) 
z+1 n 
(t _ s ) 
! n 7 
s,<t<a,, 
(3.12) 
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From (3.8), (3.11) and (3.12), we have for s, < t < a,, 
w,(t) 
wn-l(t) Gn 
2c exp 
I 
kr-“-l)v+l -43 
1+1 
-y (t-s 
n 
) 
t n * 
(3.13) 
There exists a B > 0, independent of n, such that for s, < t < a,, 
(Zn - Z”-J(tl+l - sftt’ 1 Jz”-zn-l)(t-~n) I 
z+1 z+1 ,g wl 
Hence, if we assume 
<B(~ _ s,) ,+I-Ml(k-m). 
{h(qk - qm - rk) - k + m}/p(k - m) > h - 1 - rhl/(k - m), (3.14) 
we have for s, f t < a, 
wnw < n2’ exp{--B(t - s,) n (h(qk-qm-rk)-k+mllp(k-m) 
wn-l(t) 
1. 
Then. if we assume 
6 = {h(qk - qm - rk) - k + m}/p(k - m) - 1 - rh/(k - m) > 0, (3.15) 
we have for large n and for a,, - r, < t < a,,, 
wn(4 
w,-,(t) 
< n2’ exp(-Bns) < l/2. 
In the same way, we have for large n and for b, < t < b, + I,,, 
w,-I@> 
w,(t) 
< n2’ exp(-Bns). 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
Furthermore, from (3.4), (3.8) and (3.16) we have for large II and for 
O<tGaa,, 
w,(t) < nzc exp(-W). (3.18) 
Denote by n, a positive integer such that (3.16) and (3.17) are satisfied for 
n&no. 
Now we define u andJ The functions 
un(t, x) = w,(t) exp(-iz,x), n> 1, (3.19) 
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satisfy Lu, = 0. Then we set 
=o (I< (4, 
(3.20) 
f(t, x) = Lu/u (a n+,~tt(b,+r,ora,-r,~t~aa,,n~n,), 
(3.21) 
=o (t>a,oorb,+r,(t<a,-r,,nZn,ort~O), 
where A(s) and B(s) are P-functions satisfying 
A(s) = 0 for s < l/6, A(s) = 1 for s > l/5, 0 <A(s) Q 1, (3.22) 
B(s) = 1 for s < 4/5, B(s) = 0 for s > 5/6, 0 <B(s) < 1. (3.23) 
Then, as in the proof of Lemma 4 of [8] with 
V=U,-,, z = u,, a = a,, b=b,, e=a,+,, r= r,, 
E = n2’ exp(-&P), 
we conclude that u and f are C” under assumptions (3.14) and (3.15). 
Condition (3.14) is equivalent o 
tp - 4)tk - m> < W- k) (3.24) 
or 
Condition (3.15) is equivalent o 
m < k-r(k+p)lq, (P + l)(k - m> ‘> q(k-m)-r(k+p)’ 
(3.26) 
First we assume p > q. Then, in order that (3.14) and (3.15) are satisfied, 
the following condition is necessary and sufficient: 
k i - rW - Wp - 4) < m < k - r(k +p)/q, 
(3.27) 
(3.28) I h > (P + l)(k - m) q(k-mm)--r(k+p) ’ 
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or 
(m <k-W-k)/(p-q),m <k-r(k+p)/q, (3.29) 
I (P + l)(k - ml < h < (p - l)(k - m) 
4@-ml-r(k+p) (P - q)(k - ml + r(k -PO * 
(3.30) 
It is easy to see that the necessary and sufficient condition for us to be able 
to choose such h > 0 is (1.9)-(1.12). 
In the same way, when p = q, the condition “(3.14) and (3.15)” is 
equivalent o 
k <pl, (3.3 1) 
m <k-r(k+p)lp, (3.32) 
(3.33) 
or 
i 
k >pl, (3.34) 
m<k-r(k+p)lp, (3.35) 
(P + l)(k - m) 
dk-ml-r(k+p) 
<h < (p- W-m) 
r(k -pZ) ’ 
(3.36) 
The necessary and sufficient condition for us to be able to choose such h is 
equivalent o (1.13) or (1.14). This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
In order to prove Theorem 3, we have to estimate the derivatives of u and 
f more precisely than in Section 3. First we estimate tiaiu(t, x). 
In virtue of (3.18), (3.19) and (3.20), there exists a C, > 0 such that 
(aiu(t, x)1 < C,~I”~+*~ exp(-BP), 
for a n+, < t < a,, , n > ‘2,. We can easily show that, for any it, 
(4.1) 
(hs+2C) 
Chs+ZO/S 
nhs+ *’ exp(-Bns) < 
eB6 
From (4.1), (4.2) and Stirling’s formula, there exists an M, > 0 independent 
of s such that the following holds 
0 G a,J. (4.3) 
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In the same way, by using (3.5), we can show 
where Mj (j > 1) are other constants. This implies u E y’*‘“‘. 
From (3.21), we have only to estimate f only on a,,, < t < b, + rn or on 
a,, - r, < t < a,,. From (3.22) and (3.23), we have for a, - r, < t < a,,, 
and from (3.16), (3.18) and (3.3), (~1 > /q11/2 > ju,I > 0 there. It is easy 
to see that 
agl/u) = i: (-1)i U-i-1 c J aJf1u .. . @iU x x * 
i=l p,+...+pi=jPI! *‘*Pi! 
P& 1 
Then, 
< czi .j 
‘I,jJ. 
Hence, we have for a, - r, ( t < a,, 
< C”PZ~*+~~ exp(-Bns) 2 ( “) j’ 
j=o J 
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where C, C’, C” and p > 0. The same holds for a,, I < t < b, + r,. This 
implies fE y” + *“). 
Recall that 
h/6 = ph(k - m> 
h(qk - qm - rk - rp) - (p + l)(k - m) 
and h must satisfy (3.28), (3.30), (3.33) or (3.36) in each case. Hence we 
have 
h/6 > 
P(k - m> 
k(q - r) - qm - rp ’ 
if (1.9) or (1.13) is satisfied, 
(k - m)(p - 1) 
> (2q -p - l)(k - m) + r(pZ + I + 1 --P - 2k) ’ 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
otherwise. 
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